
Introducing the Jour
The Jour is a USB and solar chargeable table light that combines style, functionality and sustainability to create a truly hybrid light that is 
designed to work both indoors and outside.

Outdoor Mode
Your Jour will automatically enter Outdoor Mode if there is no USB-C cable plugged in the base. In Outdoor Mode, the Jour's integrated solar 
panel absorbs sunlight through out the day which charges the battery located in the base. After dark, the battery powers the light. The Jour 
is fully automatic in Outdoor Mode thanks to a built in twilight sensor which controls when the light turns on and off based on how dark it is. 
Your Jour will turn on automatically at dusk and off automatically after 5 hours. If you want the Jour to work for longer than 5 hours, simply 
press the power button to turn it back on.

Using your Jour in Outdoor Mode:
Locate the power button underneath the light shade:

1st press: On at 100% brightness
2nd press: On at 50% brightness
3rd press: On at 25% brightness
4th press: Off. The Jour will not turn on automatically and will stay turned off until you press the button again.  Note: your Jour will still 
charge from solar or via USB when turned off.

Solar Charging:
The beauty of the Jour is that is can be fully charged via USB in around 2 hours which means you should always have charge when you need 
it, but it can also function extremely well as a solar light.

We do not advise leaving your Jour outside in all weather, but you can leave your Jour outside if it is dry. If you plan to use your Jour on any 
given evening and the weather is dry, put it outside that morning in the brightest spot in your garden so it is ready to use that night.

Remember that the dimmer brightness settings use less power and will therefore work for longer. 

Solar charging behind glass:
Modern double and tripple-glazed windows filter out the UV radiation that solar panels need to charge. This can reduce charging efficiency 
by upto 90% which means you would need to charge your Jour for 10 days inside behind glass to get the same amount of charge as 1 day 
outside. If you plan to use your Jour occasionally, you can leave it inside on a south, east or west facing windowsill to charge, but this will only 
be a trickle charge.

USB Charging:
Simply plug your Jour into a USB charging source using the supplied USB-C cable. If the Jour turns on, press the button on the underside of 
the light shade until the light turns off. This will take the Jour of Indoor Mode and put it into charging mode. The little light next to the USB 
charging port will shine red during USB charging and turn green once charging is complete.

WATERPROOFING
The Jour is a hybrid indoor/outdoor light which has been designed to be used outside, but not left outside in all weather. The Jour 
carries an IP44 rating so it can withstand a rain shower, but it can’t withstand being left outside for extended periods in wet conditions 
- and it can never be left anywhere where water can accumulate. The most vulnerable area is the USB port in the base, so please ensure 
the USB port bung is securely in place before using your Jour outside. 

Indoor Mode
To engage Indoor Mode, simply connect your Jour to a USB charging source using the supplied USB-C cable. The twilight sensor and 5-hour 
timer used in Outdoor Mode are deactivated and the Jour will work like a normal plug-in light. We have increased the first brightness setting 
in Indoor Mode because the Jour is plugged in to a power source.

Using your Jour in Indoor Mode:
Locate the power button underneath the light shade:

1st press: On in extra bright mode
2nd press: On at 50% brightness
3rd press: On at 25% brightness
4th press: Off


